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New release of the Ubuntu-based Pearl, 11 [2]

Pearl Linux OS has been available for free download since 12/2014 with our first release
simply titled Pearl Linux. It was based on the 14.04 released version of Ubuntu. That release
was using the XFCE desktop environment. Since then we now offer the MATE, GNOME,
LXDE and soon to come our own DE PearlDE which will be a mix of LXDE and XFCE4
desktops. As of the latest release Pearl OS 3.0 we are now maintaining our own repository on
site. Also all tho far from ready, we are working on the new website. The forum ain't pretty
but it is up and running for ya all to post any questions you may have.

Package is ?set to manually installed?? What does it Mean? [3]

Noticed a "package set to manually installed" message in Ubuntu? Here's what it means and
why you see it for some packages only.

New ROS2 release Humble Hawksbill - The Robot Report [4]

Humble Hawksbill is a long-term support (LTS) release that will be supported until May 2027.

It is the first ROS 2 release on Ubuntu 22.04

ROS 2 Humble security, a tour of the new and improved features | Ubuntu [5]

We?re excited about the recent release of ROS 2 Humble Hawksbill, a Long Term Support
(LTS) distro, supported for the next five years. ROS 2 releases come out on every evennumbered year together with the LTS release of Ubuntu, this time with Ubuntu 22.04 (Jammy
Jellyfish).
Earlier this week, we shared a step-by-step guide to install ROS 2 Humble in Ubuntu 20.04 or
18.04 using LXD containers, that will allow you to easily install it on your current Ubuntu
station. So, take a few minutes to check that out as well!

Best Linux Desktop Environment For Ubuntu 22.04 LTS | Itsubuntu.com [6]

Best Linux Desktop Environment For Ubuntu 22.04 LTS
Ubuntu 22.04 LTS is the latest stable version of Ubuntu. You can find plenty of new features
and improvements in the latest version of Ubuntu. Ubuntu 22.04 LTS is powered by GNOME
3.36. Gnome is the default desktop environment in Ubuntu. Meanwhile, there are lots of
desktop environments available for Linux-based operating systems.
In this post, we are going to list the best Linux desktop environment for Ubuntu 22.04 LTS.
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